
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of programmatic
account manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for programmatic account manager

Provide feedback to the product/supply team in designing better products by
communicating market realities and advertiser pain points
Work to develop strategic long-term partnerships with programmatic clients
with a focus on agency trading desks by conducting periodic business reviews
Provide data analytics on site and reporting for ANZ programmatic deals,
with an overall goal of increasing efficiencies, improving the speed of deal
optimization and decision making
Provide full support for the AM and Sales teams for Deal ID’s and RFP’s in real
time
Manage client portfolio to ensure agreed upon timelines and performance
goals can be met
Manage all pre- launch aspects of your assigned campaigns (technical
configuration, remarketing configuration, conversion and engagement
tracking implementation, creative trafficking, quality assurance) within
relevant buying and campaign management systems (Google Marketing
Platform and Google Ad Manager, Audience, Attribution)
Continuously optimize campaign design to optimize both delivery and
performance leveraging any/and all analytical and discovery tools/techniques
and platform features at your disposal (including inventory setup, avails and
data targeting)
Managing day-to-day relationships with DSPs, SSPs and new opportunities for
PmP deals including set-up and execution

Example of Programmatic Account Manager Job
Description
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Thoroughly document and keep account teams updated on campaign
performance, growth opportunities, issue resolution and optimization actions

Qualifications for programmatic account manager

Become an expert in the use and best practices for multiple Demand Side
Platforms, offering insights on how to improve campaign effectiveness
through deep use of each platforms functionality, although in-console
campaign management is not a part of this role
Deliver insight into delivery and performance implications of campaign
constraints
Design media and audience strategies and tactics to maximize economic
outcomes within campaign limits
Define campaign architecture for optimum tactical execution in DSPs
Ensure ops team are managing all tactical media plan requirements and are
correctly implemented in DSP consoles
Assist in delivery of reports to track, measure, and analyze all campaign
activities and drive resolution of delivery and performance issues


